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Abstract: lh this study, we  examine  a  supporting  methodfor  making  recipefor  a  measure  against

metabolie  syndrome. PVZi use  existing  recipes  to produce  new  recipes  as  a  countermeasure  against

metabolic  syndeome. Some  ingredients withfewer  calories  are  used  in nev  reeipes  instead oforigi-
nal  ingrectients in existing  recipes  as  a  countermeasure  against metabotic  syncb'ome. PPle therEybre

procince an  ingredient thesaurus,  which  is usoftt  to support  making  ofnew recipes  as  a  measure

crgainst  metabolie  syncb'ome. Pfe assess  the oplectiveness oftheproposed method  using  experiments.

Keywortts metabolic  syndeome, supporting  method,for  making  recipe,  neeasure  crgainst  meta-

           boiic syncb'ome, ingTectient thesaurus.

IJntroduction

     tn recent  years, according  to guidance[1] by the

Ministry of  Health, Labour  and  We]fare, living practices

designed to avoid  metabolic  syndrome  are  recommended

in Japan. Improyement  of  living practices through diet

and  exercise  is cited  specifically, Irnproving living prac-
tices by  meal  planning, avoiding  high-calorie meals,  and

taking low-calorie meals  are all important, Regarding

methods  of  finding low-calorie recipes  to produce

low-calorie meals,  purchasing cookbooks  with

low-calorie recipes  is one  method.  Howeyer, the recipes

in such  books are  inadequately few. Although  those who

are quite familiar with  cooking  might  devise Iow-calorie

recipes,  producing numerous  low-calorie recipes  by one-

selfisdifficult

     Howeveg  many  studies  have examined  cooking

recipes  for the study  of  cooking  media.  In a report  of  a

conventional  study[2],  a  technique  was  proposed  by

which  vector  space  rnethod,  which  is used  fbr search
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engines  and  text searches,  is applied  fbr finding and

recommending  existing  recipes.  Existing recipes  using  a

related food ingredient are sought  by inputting a food

ingredient as  a  keyword.  ]n reports  of  conventional  stud-

ies[31[4], techniques were  proposed that automatically

prepare and  recommend  a  nutritionally  well-balanced

menu  through a combination  of  existing  recipes  by ap-

plication of  combinatorial  optimization  methods.  Other

reports  of  conventional  studies[5][6]  describe a  us-

er-friendly  support  technique fbr preparing contents  for a

method  of  cooking  existing  recipes  by application  of

multimedia  processing techniques that deal with  anima-

tion, voice,  and  text. Nevertheless, no  report  in the rele-

vant  literature has described preparation of  a new

low-calorie recipe  automatically.

     Therefore, this basic study  was  perfbrmed to de-

vise  a  method  of  supporting  making  of  a  recipe  as  a

measure  against  metabolic  syndrome.  The  system  gener-
ates  candidates  for a  new  low-ca]orie recipe  based on

inforrnation related to existing  recipes  and  ingredients.

After a  new  low-calorie recipe  is prepared using  the

method  proposed herein, various  techniques proposed in

the above  conventional  studies  will be available  to search
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recipes,  to prepare a  menu  by combinjng  two  or  more

recipes,  and  to prepare contents  related  to cooking  tech-

ntques.

     For this research,  a basic study  is performed to

verify  that candidates  of  a  new  low-calorie recipe  can  be

generated based on  infbrmation related  to existing  recipe

and  ingredients, Howeveg  no  systemization  has been

achieved  yet. The  method  proposed herein is necessary

for generating candidates  ofnew  low-calorie recipes, so

that additiona] studies  must  be undertaken  for its system-

ization in view  ofconvenience  and  safety.

         2.Information to be used

     Here, various  inforrnation is defined for use  in this

research.  In the supporting  rnethod  for producing recipes

as a  measure  against  metabolic  syndrome,  three DBs  are

used:  an  ingredient database(DB), an  existing  recipe  DB,

and  an  ingredient thesaurus.

     Inforrnation about  ingredients is stored  in the in-

gredient DB, For this description, g,, g, EG  denotes

the i-th ingredient and  G,  G=ig,,g2,---,gk,1; dem

notes  a  set  of  ingredients. c,(g,)  denotes the ener-

gy(kcal) per 1 gram  of  ingredient g,.information  re-

lated to nutrients  other  than energy  is denoted by

c,(g,)(j  is other  than 1) and  stored. For example,

c,(g,)  denotes iron(mg) per 1 gram  of  an  ingredient

g, . According to purposes, information related  to yari-

ous  nutrients  is presumed  to be stored.

     Infbrmation related  to existing  recipes, which

serves  as the original  infbrrnation for generating candi-

dates of  a  new  cooking  recipe  for a  measure  against

metabolic  syndrome(low-calorie  recipe),  is stored  in the

existingrecipeDB.Herein,  r,, r,ER  denotesthe i-th

existing  recipe  and  R, R=  lr,tl.,...,fi.1} denotes a set

ofexistingrecipes.  fCtl,y'), f(r.j)EF(ny,) denotesthe

j -th ingredient of  the existing  recipe  r, and

f(c-,j)E6･ F(e), F(r)-{f(c,1),...,f(e,IF(4)}[G

is a  set  of  ingredients ofthe  existing  recipe  r, . Addition-

ally, w(r,,j) denotes an  amount(gram)  used  fbr one

person ofthe  J' -th ingredient ofthe  existing  recipe  r,.

     When  cooking,  one  sometimes  uses  no  ingredients

specified  in the recipe  but substitutes  other  ingredients

fbr them. That practice requires  the knowledge of  the

cook  who  substitutes  ingredients to provide delicious

foods. In this way,  knowledge related to ingredients hay-

ing lower calories  than the original ones(ingredient  to be

substituted)  is used  as  an  ingredient thesaurus for such

substitutable  ingredients.

     In the field of  natural  language processing, syno-

nym  dictionaries fbr computers  are proyided as a thesau-

rus[7]. For information retrieval in natural language pro-
cessing,  the thesaurus is used  for query expansion[8],  by

which  new  infbrmation that was  unretrievable  using  only

an  original  keyword  can  be retrieved  by adding  a  logical

sum  ofsynonyms  having the same  meaning  as  the origi-

nal  keyword,  but a different notation,  The  idea ofsubsti-

tute ingredients in this research  resembles  the idea of

synonyms  in natural  ]anguage processing. Therefore, it is

called  an  ingredient thesaurus  in this research.  b,,,

b, EG  denotes the i-th ingredient to be substitut-

ed(original  ingredient to be substituted)  stored  in the in-

gredient thesaurus and  B, B=ib,,b2,･･･,bl.11, BCG

denotes a  set  of  ingredients to be substituted.  a(b,,J'),

a(b,,1')EA(b,),  a(b,,y')EG  denotes the ,f-th ingredi-

ent  to be substituted  that is substitutable  in that an  ingre-

dient b, to be substituted  is edible  as  delicious food,

even  by being substituted  for the relevant  ingredient and

ci (b,)> c, (a(b,,1')) holds. A(b,) 
,

A(b,)={a(b,,1),a(b,,2),,,,a(el,1A(b,))], A(b,)cG  is a

set ofsubstitute  ingredient regarding  the ingredient to be

substituted  ij..
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                                                      a(m(r,,il)  to a(m(r,,j),IA(m(r,J')]).  Thetotalnumber
        3.Supporting  method  for making  recipe

            as  a  measure  against  metabolic  syn-  of  candidates  of  the new  low-calorie recipe  listed based

                           drome  on  the existing  recipe  r, is                                                                                         '

            First, some  definitions will  be made  using  infbr-

                                                      IA(m(r,,1)]IA(m(r,2))･･･A(m(};, A4(r,M.  The  number  of

       mation  stored  in the ingredient thesaurus described in the

                                                      the substitution  ingredients to be substituted  is expressed
       previous chapter.  m(r,,J'),  m(r,,J')EM(r,)  denotes the

                                                      bY j,,1sksIM(r,N, 1sJ',sIA(m(c,k)] andacan-

       J' 
-th

 ingredient stored  in the ingredient thesaurus as  an

                                                      didate ofthe  
new

 
Iow-calorie

 
recipe

 r,1,,,..,i,.c,,i ･ AISO, a
       ingredient to be substituted among  the ingredients in the

       existing  recipe  n. . M(r,) , use  amount  ofthe  substitute  ingredient a(m(c.,j),k)  for

                                                      one  person is assumed  to be equal  to that of  ingredient to
       M(r,)-(in(c,1),m(n,,2)...,m(n,,IM(r,])], IM(E]gIF(41
                                                      besubstituted m(r,,y')･

       denotes a set of  ingredients stored  in the ingredient the-

       
saurus

 
as
 
an
 
ingredient

 
to
 
be

 
substituted

 
arnOng

 
the

 
in-

 The  candidate  of  recipe  r,[,,.J,.,.,.,i.,,,)i iS a reCiPe

       gredients ofthe  existing  recipe  r.
                                

'

 generated by substituting  the ingredient to be substituted

    Next, descriptions will  be given for the supporting

method  fbr making  recipes  as a  measure  against  meta-

bolic syndrome,  The  a]gorithm  shown  as fbllows gener-
ates  candidates  of  a  new  low-calorie recipe  based on  ex-

lstmg  reclpe  n･

for(A=l;j,sIA(m(r,,1ll;j,++){

 for(J',=l;J',sIA(m(r,,2)];j',++){

  I

  for ( jtsf{` ] 
=  i ; y'i,., c, )e 

S  A(in (r, ,IM  (c ]ll ; yl.<, i +  +  ) {

   generation ofacandidate  ofreCiPe  cL,,h.,,.ii,.,,)i

  }
  l}}In

 the  algorithm  presented above,  regarding  each  ele-

ment(ingredient  to be substituted)  m(c,j')  of  the set

M(r,) of  the ingredient stored in the ingredient thesau-

rus  as  the ingredient to be substituted  among  ingredient

of  existing  recipe  r, , all  combinations  are  listed while

each  element  is made  to be substituted  for from
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of  the existing  recipe  4 for a lower-calorie substitute

ingredient. Therefore, calories  for one  person are  fewer

than those ofthe  existing  recipe  r,,The  calories fbr one

person of  the existing  recipe  n. is

ZIF=Sn)1 c(f(c  , 1'))w(r, , J') and  those of  the candidate  ofthe

new  low-calorie recipe  r,lf,.J,,,.,,Jl.f,m being

ZIF,=E"'Ne(f(r',J'))w(r',y'). r'  is an  abbreviation  for

 'r. ･
 

,.h.h.･J]it-..,.jl

     By  generating the candidates  of  the new

low-calorie recipe  for all the elements  of  the set R  of

the existing  recipes,  all the candidates  of  the new

low-ca]orie recipe  can  be listed based on  the proposed
method.

  4.Examples  of  application  of  proposed
                   method

    Here, examples  will  be introduced in which  the

supporting  method  fbr making  recipes  fbr a  measure

against  metabolic  syndrome  proposed in the previous
chapter  is applied  to actual  data. No  systemization  is

                          NII-Electronic  
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perforTned fbr this research  and  only  a  minimurn  envi-

ronment  is prepared for obtaining  examples  ofthe  appli-

cation. Specifica]ly, an existing  recipe  DB  is made  using

text fi]e and  a program  for generating a  candidate  ofthe

new  recipe  is produced using  Java language.

     At  the time of  the experiment,  a  recipe  collec-

tion[9] is used  for reference  regarding  the existing  recipe

DB.  A  food number  table[1O]  prepared by the Ministry of

Health, Labour and  Welfare is used  for reference  regard-

ing conversion  of  weight  of  ingredients(e.g. gram con-

version  of  a  tomato). A  food composition  database[11]

prepared by the Ministry of  Education, Culture, Sports,

Science and  Technology  is used  fbr reference  regarding

information related  to the energy  and  nutrients of  the

ingredient DB.  Regarding the ingredient thesaurus, the

ingredient DB  is used  for reference  to determine the

arnount  of  an  ingredient's energy.  Whether  the  substitut-

ed  ingredient in the ingredient thesaurus tastes good is

determined by us.  subjectively.

     Tlab.1 and  Thb.2 show  the lowest calorie candi-

dates(example 1 and  2 of  the application)  among  candi-

dates of  the new  Iow-ca]orie recipes  generated when  the

proposed method  is applied  to the existing  recipes

`tatsuta-age

 of  saury'i  and  
"stir-fried

 potatoes and  bee£
"

In example  1 of  the application,  the saury  ofthe  original

recipe  is replaced  by sardines.  In example  2 of  the appli-

cation, beef and  potatoes of  the original  recipe  are re-

placed by chicken  and  taros. For reducing  the food ener-

gy, candidates  for example  1 and  2 of  the app]ication

having the  minimum  energy  are  regarded  as the best with

data used  in actual experiments.

 [[iib.1. Example 1 of  the application(for  one  person).

nameof'reclpetheexistingtatsuta-ageofsaury

ingredients

inalrecipeofthe'orlg-saury,soysauce,starchpowder,

garlic,oil

sake,'onlon,

substituteingredient saury-)sardines

energyof'reclpetheoriginal579(kcal)

energyof

ofrecipethecandidate440ikcal)

     Next, aside  from caloric  energy,  other  nutrients  are

added  to subjects  to be considered.  Information related  to

iron(mg) per 1 gram  of  ingredient g, is stored  as

e,(g,) in the ingredient DB.  Therefbre, iron is added  to

subjects  to be considered.  According to Ibb.2, the candi-

date ofexamp]e  2 ofthe  app]ication  has less iron than  the

original  recipe  does. When  the intake of  iron is tbe pur-

pose of  a  rneal,  a  candidate  is expected  that reduces  en-

ergy  lower than the original recipe  and  which  increases

iron. Among  candidates  generated when  the  proposed

method  is applied  to the original recipe  of  the example  2

of  the  application,  the  candidate  that satisfies  such  condi-

tions is presented in fab.3 as  example  3 of  the applica-

tion.

 [fab.2. Example  2 of  the application(forone  person).
nameoftheexistingstir-friedpotatoesand

'reclpe
beef

ingredientsoftheorig-beef,potatoes,beans,

inalrecipe soysauce,sake,starch

powder,onion,garlic,

coarsesalt,pepper,oil

substituteingredientbeef-)chicken,

potatoes-)taros

energyoftheoriginal504(kcal)
'rec]peenergyofthecandidate292(kcal)

ofrecipe

ironoftheoriginalrec-1.26(rng)
'lpeironofthecandidateof1.08Cmg)

'reclpe

Ta  b.3. ExampLe  3 of  the application(for  one  person).

nameoftheexistingstir-friedpotatoesand

'reclpe
beef

ingredientsoftheorig-beef,potatoes,beans,

inalrecipe soysauce,sake,starch

powder,onion,garlic,

coarsesalt,pepper,oil

substituteingredientbeef->horsemeat,

potatoes-)taros

energyoftheoriginal504(kca])

'reclpeenergyofthecandidate293(kcal)

ofrecipe

ironoftheoriginalrec-1.26(mg)
'lpe
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rn example  3 of  the application,  beef and  potatoes are

replaced  by  horse meat  and  taros, so the energy  of  this

dish is 2g3 kcal, with  iron of  3.64 mg.  The caloric

energy  is almost  identical to that of  example  2 of  the ap-

plication, and  iron is as  almost  three times  that of  the

original recipe. However, considering  that the shops

where  horse meat  can  be purchased are few, example  3 of

the  application  is not  practical.

     In other  candidate  generated using  the proposed
method,  beef and  potatoes are  replaced  by ramb(mutton)

and  taros. The candidate  is shown  in fab,4 as  example  4

ofthe  application.

[flib.4. Example  4 of  the app)ication(for  one  person).
nameoftheexisting

'reclpe
stir-friedpotatoesand

beef

ingredientsoftheorig-

inalrecipe

beef,potatoes,beans,

soysauce,sake,starch

powder,onion,garlic,
coarsesalt,pepper,oil

substituteingredientbeef-)lamb(mutton),

potatoes->taros
energyoftheoriginal

'reclpe
504(kcal)

energyofthecandidate

ofrecipe

360(kcal)

ironoftheoriginalrec-
'lpe

1.26(mg)

ironofthecandidateof
'rec]pe

2.20(mg)

In example4ofthe  application,  energy  is 36o kcal and

iron is 2.2o mg.  Although not  being so  low in calories

as example  2 and  3, example  4 of  the application  is a

more  practical candidate  than  example  3 considering  that

it is easy  to increase one's  iron intake and  to purchase the

substituteingredients.

5.Examination  and  problems  in the fu-
                    ture

     Many  problems  were  identified through the present

basic study.  Here, descriptions will  be given ofproblems

in the future through discussions.

     The first problem is the amount  of  data in various

DBs  such  as the ingredient thesaurus. Completeness of

the candidate  generated using  the proposed method  de-

pends on  the comp]eteness  of  data retained  by various

DBs. Therefore, data completeness  of  the variety  of  DBs

constitutes  an  important issue fbr future examination.  For

example,  when  considering  oil  registered  in the ingredi-

ent  DB,  only  general vegetable  fats and  oil are presumed
at  present. wnen  adding  ingredients such  as  1ard to the

subject,  the names  of  items will be subdivided  and  data

will be registered  additionally. Some  manufacturers  pro-
duce special  product such  as  vegetable  fats and  oil  with

fewer calories. Therefore, it is also necessary  to study  the

registration  by products ofeach  manufacturer,

     The second  probleni is how  to narrow  down  can-

didates to be generated(or candidates  to be registered).

Using the proposed method,  as many  candidates  are gen-
erated  as  the  number  of  combinations  of  substitute  ingre-

dients. ConsequentLy, the number  of  candidates  some-

times becomes enorrnous.  Therefore, problems in the

future wi11 include the  study  ofhow  to narrow  down  reg-

istered candidates(whose  data are saved)  by the system

user  after  candidates  are  generated, in addition  to limita-

tion of  the generation of  surplus  candidates  according  to

yarious  conditions  when  candidates  are  generated.

     The third problem is how  to narrow  down  candi-

dates for users  of  systems  to seek  new  recipe  candidates

that are  generated using  the proposed method  and  which

haye been already  registered  in the system.  Problems to

be addressed  in future investigations will  be study  of  a

function for the user  ofthe  system  to input and  search  for

any  ingredient and  target intake amounts  of  various  nu-

trients and  a function to remove  inappropriate candidates

that cannot  be provided with  the user  in advance  by  reg-

istering inforTnation re]ated  to diet restrictions ofthe  sys-

tem user  with  the system.

     The fourth problem  is to add  a  study  ofsafety,  This

is related  to removal  of  inappropriate candidates  based on

diet restriction information of  system  users  described in

the above  third problem. Tb  enhance  the  level of  satisfac-

tion based on  the tastes ofusers  is important as  well,  Diet

restrictions  related  to chronic  Mness and  allergy  are  par-

ticularly important because they threaten the life of  the

user.  Therefore, at  the time  of  systemization,  readily

changeab]e  specifications  are  favored for setting  condi-

tions related to taste. However, specificatiens  requiring

doubled and  redoubled  confirrnation  are  favorahle with

respect  to safety  so  that no  wrong  settings  or  changes  are
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performed  fbr conditions  set on  diet restrictions because

ofallergies  and  chronic  illness.

     The  fifth problem  is to study  the updating  of  the

ingredient thesaurus and  new  recipe  candidate  data stored

in the system  after  being generated. Regarding the initial

ingredient thesaurus, two  cases  are  conceivable:  a  case  in

which  a  basic thesaurus is delivered and  a case  in which

it is prepared by individual users.  In either  case,  the in-

gredient thesaurus must  be updated  to reflect  personal
tastes and  changes  in tastes, Accordingly, studies ofread-

ily updatable  fimctions are necessary  for the ingredient

thesaurus  according  to users'  tastes. New  recipe  candi-

date data stored in the system  increase when  data are

added  to the ex{sting  recipe  DB,  Many  cases  are  con-

ceivable  for the frequency ofupdate  ofthe  existing  reci-

pe DB, and  updates  are presumed to be frequent at the

time  when  someone  starts  using  the system  and  to be

infrequent after some  degree of  operation,  Such a  func-

tion must  be studied  to remove  the new  recipe  candidate

data stored  in the earlier system  according  to the users'

tastes, Specifically, a  fiinction for the user  to remove  un-

necessary  data and  a function fbr the system  to propose
removal  based on  adopted  status by asking  the user  to

keep some  records  on  the system  when  the  user  actually

prepares the candidate  recipe  are considered.

     The  sixth problem is a  study  ofthe  consistency  of

cooking  methods  ofthe  new  recipe  candidates  generated
by the proposed method.  Using the proposed  method,  a

combination  of  ingredients is treated as a recipe. No  re-

view  of  the cooking  method  is perfbrmed when  the in-

gredient is substituted. However, for example,  the time

that is necessary  for heating ofbeefdiffers  from that of

chicken.  Ib leave a review  ofthe  cooking  method  to the

user  is conceivable,  but studies  of  the  change  in the

cooking  methods  according  to the substitution of  ingre-

dients are necessary  presuming that some  users  are  not

good at cooking.

     In this research,  as  a  basic study  ofthe  supporting

method  for making  recipe  for a measure  against  meta-

bolic syndrome,  using  various  DBs  such  as  an  ingredient

thesaurus, a  recipe  candidate  whose  calories  are  fewer

than those of  the original  recipe  and  a recipe  candidate

that is low in calories  and  which  contains  more  nutrients

than the original recipe  are confirrned  to be generated.
Howeyeg  no  eyaluation  was  performed for the taste(or

presumed taste) of  the cooking  according  to that recipe.

The  seventh  problem  is the  evaluation  of  the  taste by  an

exammee.

6.Conclusion

     This basic study  examined  a  supponing  method  fbr

making  recipes  as a  measure  against  metabolic  syndrome,

It was  performed to generate new  low-ca}orie recipe  can-

didates based on  existing  recipes  and  information related

to ingredients, The proposed method  was  applied  to ac-.

tual data, aithough  the samples  were  few, and  a  recipe

candidate  with  fewer calories  than those of  the original

recipe  and  a recipe  candidate  with  few calories  and  con-

taining more  nutrients  than the original recipe  were  con-

firmed to be generated.

     Along  with  examination  of  the problems described

above,  we  would  1ike to deepen the study  of  supporting

methods  for making  recipes  as a  measure  against  meta-

bolic syndrome.
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